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Abstract In this work, we applied a co-clustering concept in content based image
recognition field. In this aim, we introduced a two levels similarity modelling
(TLSM) concept. This approach is based on a new images similarity formulation
using obtained co-clusters. The obtained results show a real improvement of image recognition accuracy in comparison with obtained accuracy obtained using
one of classical co-clustering systems.

1

Introduction

The aim of any unsupervised classification method applied to contend based image retrieval is to gather considered images to be similar. In this case, algorithms
treat the data in only one direction: lines or columns, but not both at the same
time. Contrary to the one-dimensional clustering, co-clustering (also called biclustering) proposes to process the data tables by taking of account the lines and
the columns in a simultaneous way. That implies the consideration of the existing
correlation between the data expressed in lines and columns. Thus, co-clustering is
a more complete data view since it includes a new concept “the mutual information” which is a bond between the random variables representing the clusters. An
optimal coclustering is that which minimize the difference (the loss) of mutual information between the original random variables and mutual information between
the clusters random variables. Several co-clustering structures are proposed in the
literature [1],[2],[3]. The choice of one of these structures is directly related on the
considered application. That is also related to the relational complexity between
the lines and the columns elements. Among used co-clustering approaches, in [4],
Qiu proposed a new approach dedicated to content based image categorization us-
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ing the bipartite graphs to simultaneously model the images and their features. Indeed, the first bipartite graph set is associated to the images and the second unit is
associated to their features. The bonds between the two sets characterize the existing degrees of correspondence between the images and their features. This method
is very promising and could open the way for many possibilities to adapt coclustering techniques to images recognition and retrieval applications. In this
work, to propose one of the first coclustering based content based images recognition and search, our images are described by features vectors.
They form a two-dimensional table (lines/columns) such as the lines are the
DataBase images and the columns are the features which describe them. Then, we
propose in this paper a new co-clustering modelling which introduce a two levels
similarity concept. The aim of this method is to improve the image retrieval accuracy and to optimize time processing. In other hand, we use one of classical coclustering approaches to comparing its performances with those obtained with our
method. Moreover, the choice of BIVISU system [5] applied initially to manage
gene expression data is justified by its great conceptual simplicity.
This work is organized as follows: section 2 is devoted to the BIVISU coclustering system. Section 3 introduce the two levels association concept and
model the general architecture of the proposed approach. In section 4, different
experimental results are presented and commented. Finally, one synthesizes presented work and exposes the future tracks.

2

Used Co-clustering Algorithm: BIVISU

The used co-clustering algorithm (BIVISU system) can detect several co-clusters
forms (constant, constant rows, constant columns, additive and multiplicative coclusters as defined in [5]). Also, this method uses parallel coordinate (PC) plots
for visualize high dimensional data in a 2D plane. Besides visualization, it has
been exploited to re-formulate the co-clustering problem [5].
To cluster the rows and columns simultaneously, clustering of rows is first
performed for each pair of columns in used algorithm. Further columns are then
merged to form a big co-cluster. The approach “merge and split”, i.e. merging
paired columns and splitting in rows is performed then for obtaining final coclusters. Actually, the "merge and split" process is repeated for each column-pair.
Since there is either no significantly large co-cluster found or the same co-clusters
are detected, only the three co-clusters are obtained for our example. This algorithm is based on a clear formalism and provides good quality co-clustering results. In the following paragraph, one extends it with introducing the two levels
similarity concept.
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3 Two Levels Similarity Model
The difficulty in choosing co-clustering algorithm parameters generates some
search errors. To attenuate these errors, one tries to introduce a method which consider the similarity described by the obtained co-clusters in a different way from
that usually used..
Initially, the features are extracted from the query image and from all the DataBase images. The extracted features can varying with application context. Two
tables are built. One gathers the DataBase images represented by all their features.
The other contains the same table with the addition of query image and its features.
The second stage consists in applying – separately- the co-clustering algorithm
which allows to obtain a relatively small co-clusters number (a number preliminary chosen ∈[1,20]). This stage allows to obtain a two-dimensional grouping
based on the lines/columns interaction. The choice of a sufficiently small initial
co-clusters number has justified by keeping a certain generalization capacity and
that by merging the co-clusters wich are sufficiently dependent. After, this number
can vary in an iterative way according to desired search quality.
Obtaining a lines/columns grouping generates some associations between these
lines and columns. Indeed, co-clustering allows to associate the images to the features according to the obtained co-clusters scheme. In this case, on can obtain two
associations sets : a unit to represent the co-clusters relating to the table “DataBase
images /features” and another one for the co-clusters relating to the table “DataBase images + query image /features”. Each co-cluster is characterized by some
associations which one can merge in the columns (images in our case) direction.
These associations can be formalized by equation 1.
Image x associated to feature y

(1)

x vary between 1 and N for the first table (images DataBase before query image
introduction, N is the images number in the DataBase) and x vary between 1 and
N+1 for the second table (images DataBase after query image introduction,). y
vary between 1 and M (M is the features number).
The following stage allows the hierarchical strategy construction which gives
the images considered similar to the query image. This strategy is based on a associations combination extracted from the two tables at the same time (before and
after query image introduction). In fact, the query image addition generates local
lines/columns interactions modifications, which implies a change of the coclustering diagram obtained before introduction of this new image. The idea is to
exploit this variation effect to elaborate a comparative strategy of the interactions
between the query image and the DataBase images and also the internal interactions beetwen DataBase images before query image introduction.
Indeed, two similarity levels are proposed: the level relating to associations between the query image and the DataBase images and the level relating to the DataBase images associations between them before query image introduction. That
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allows after appropriate associations weighting to merge the strongest similarities
in the two levels and to exclude the too weak judged bonds progressively and thus
consequently to exclude the images considered not sufficiently similar to the
query image. For weighting strategy, it is done by calculating the features number
relating to each association. Then, a large number implies a strong association and
vice versa. Thus, according to user and the application context, a qualitative
thresholding is possible by fixing the minimal acceptable associations weights
numbers. Figure 1 gives the algorithmic scheme of the two levels association
method.
Start_Algorithm
Inputs : Images DataBase/features table
Images DataBase+ query image/features table
Co_clustering algorithm application
Co-clusters sets obtention
Direct similarity detection
Indirect similarity detection
Combination of tow similarities into the same set
Outputs : Similar images appear in the order imposed
by the associated features number
End_Algorithm
Fig. 1. Two levels similarity method algorithm

Finally, one could introduce a precision/recall test which would validate (or
not) the obtained result. A result evaluation would be made and that by comparing
the obtained precision/recall values with minimal pre fixed thresholds according to
application requirements. If the result is judged sufficiently good (stability of obtained error between two successive iterations), the processing operation would
stop. If not, one would introduce a co-clusters number gradual increase to obtain a
larger precision on the level of the associations development and thus a more precise result. Then, the co-clusters number would be increased in an iterative way
until obtaining desired result.
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Experimental Results

In this section, one experimented two level similarity concept and one compared
co-clustering results with those obtained with BIVISU system (initially used for
the expression gene data applications).
The tests carried out consist in introducing a features table (26 columns representing 26 features [6] : classical low level features , color histograms features,
wavelet transform features and finally rotation translation and scaling invariance
by Trace transform) of processed images (200 lines representing the images) and
then introducing features vector for each query image and retaining the associations generated by the obtained co-clusters to determine the images subset as being most similar to each query image. Figure 2 shows a sample of the used DataBase images. Thus and for each introduced query image, the initially obtained coclusters structure is modified, and that modify its local similarity with one or more
co-clusters.

Fig. 2. Used images DataBase sample

Then, the images into the co-clusters associated to query image are turned over
in an order which is based on the present features number in each associated cocluster.
Generally, one notices an acceptable image search quality according to the images heterogeneity and the difficulty in formalizing the BIVISU system parameters adjustments (the maximum lines and columns dimensions per co-cluster...).
This difficulty generates some coarse image search errors what leads us to say that
an interactive use of this system in the content based image recognition field will
be more beneficial in precision term.
Precision/recall diagrams for a sample of 24 images (of figure 2) are given in
figure 3 for classical co-clustering method and for TLSM method. We can observe
easely the added value and the superiority of our approach for the choosen images.
Finally, one notes that in spite of the first encouraging results, a thorough experimentation will allows to confirm the two levels similarity model potential and
thus to give a solid experimental validation of this method.
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Fig. 3. Pecision/recall diagrams

5

Conclusion

In this work, one interested in an unsupervised classification tool : co-clustering,
which is increasingly used in several applications. For this purpose, , one proposed
a new co-clustering adaptation by introducing the two levels similarity model
(T.L.S.M). This new approach takes into account the query image effect on the initial similarities between used DataBase images. To compare this method with
classical co-clustering approaches, one studied a recent co-clustering system initially dedicated to the expression gene data classification and one applied it to the
content based images recognition. The preliminary obtained results show the great
potential of our method to improve classical co-clustering precision. However, a
more solid experimental study allows to validate our method and to generalize its
use in various applications.
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